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Denoting the nonnegative (resp. signed) integers by N (resp. Z) and the real 
numbers by R, let SCRS and f: R” --f R. This current portion of our work 
specializea the basic concepts of Part I: Here f is a storing (reap. packing) function 
on S when f I (2’ A S) is an injection into (resp. bijection onto) N, and the denrity 
S -+ f is lim&l/n) # {Z* n S A f-I([-n, +n])}. Take a rational sector of the 
plane R* to mean a closed sector with rational boundary rays, and consider the 
plane itself as a rational sector. Define the function f to be sectorialiy increasing 
on a set S if this f is eventually increasing on some rational sectors St constituting 
finite family which covers S. Thii paper obtains the following conchrsions: A 
nonquadratic polynomial f(x, y) on a rational sector S with nonvoid interior, 
provided either f is sectorially increasing or deg(fl < 4, cannot be a storing 
function with unit density on the sector S. Our proofs of these conclusions in- 
volve a strong criterion for zero density. These results support a nonexistence 
conjecture in Part I of our work, and extend an earlier remark of Polya and Sxego. 
Indeed these results, under any one of our auxiliary assumptions, exclude non- 
quadratic storing functions with unit density on the arrays Za, Z x N, NP. 
1. REVIEW AND INTR~DuC~~N 
The first paper (Lew and Rosenberg [29]) of this development considers 
a real-valued function f on an arbitrary set X, and proposes a density S + f 
for a general subset S, then determines storing and packing functions f on 
special subsets S. Representing the nonnegative integers by N, the signed 
integers by Z, and the real numbers by R, that work proves the nonexistence 
on Z of polynomial storing functions with unit density, or of any such poly- 
nomials on N except nonnegative translates of the identity map. It shows the 
impossibility on Za, Z x N of quadratic storing functions with unit density, 
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or of any such quadratics on N2 except nonnegative translates of the Cantor 
[3, 41 polynomials, the last mentioned conclusion extending a result of 
Fueter and Polya [15]. The current paper obtains stronger theorems for two- 
dimensional arrays, whence this initial section restates some concepts in 
their two-dimensional form. The lattice points Z? of the plane R2 remain a 
distinguished subset throughout this paper. 
A real-valued function f on R2 and a subset S of R2 yield a density 
s + f = ii (I/n) #{2? n s n f-‘([-n, +n])} (1.1) 
for f-amenable subsets, and a lim inf S ~_f, lim sup ST f for arbitrary 
subsets. Moreover f is a storing function on S if f 1 (Z2 n S) is an injection 
into N, whereas f is a packing function on S if f 1 (Z2 n S) is a bijection onto 
N. Any packing function on S has unit density by (1.1). A plane ray w(a, b) 
is a subset {(ta, tb): t > 0} with real (a, b) # (0, 0), and a rational ray w is 
any such w(a, b) with some rational generator (a, b). Any two rays w1 and 
w2 in R2 determine the (closed) sector S(w, , w2) between them: This includes 
the origin together with all rays lying counterclockwise (inclusive) between 
wr and wZ. A sector S with rational boundary rays is a rational sector, 
and the plane R2, by definition, is a rational sector. The function f is sectorially 
increasing ‘on a subset S if this f is eventually increasing on some rational 
sectors Si constituting a finite family which covers S. If f(x, y) represents a 
real polynomial with degree d(f), and fk(x, y) denotes its homogeneous part 
of degree k, then fk(x, y) must have a unique sign on each ray. The poly- 
nomial f(x, y), restricted to a ray w, has a degree a(w,f) independent of the 
generator of the ray. 
This paper obtains the following conclusions. A nonquadratic polynomial 
f(x, y) on a rational sector S with nonvoid interior cannot be a storing func- 
tion on this sector with unit density, either if f is sectorially increasing or 
if d(f) < 4. These results, in particular, preclude any such storing functions 
on Z2, 2 x N, N2, and urge the following extension of our previous con- 
jecture (Lew and Rosenberg [29, statement (1.3)]): 
No rational sector with nonvoid interior supports a nonquadratic 
polynomial storing function with unit density. (1.2) 
The stated nonexistence requirements, for the domain N2 in particular, 
each furnish. a stronger alternative to a prior remark by P6lya and Szego 
[O,. Vol. 2, Problem 2431. Indeed their remark excludes only polynomials 
j(x> y) with homogeneous parts f&x, y) which have no zeros on any first- 
quadrant rays, whereasf&x, y) for a sectorially increasing polynomial may 
be zero on sector boundaries, and f&(x, y) for a quartic polynomial may ,be 
zero on interior rays. Here the ray w  is called f-singular whenever the values 
&l(w) are all zero, because the curves f(x, y) = c, in the direction w, then 
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have a singularity at infinity; and the difficult part of this investigation is 
largely the treatment off-singular rays. Our analytical method for an infinite 
singularity specifically involves its Newton polygon in the appropriate 
variables, which usually provides a detailed expansion in Puiseux series 
(Newton [36]; Coolidge [9, pp. 213-2171; Abhyankar and Moh [l]), but 
here produces a strong criterion for zero density. This criterion greatly extends 
the Polya-Szego [40, Vol. 2, Problem 2431 remark, and thereby supplements 
two special estimates to establish finally the desired conclusions. 
Section 2 separates a polynomial finto its homogeneous parts& and notes 
their multiplicities m, on an arbitrary ray o. Our first lemmas concatenate 
these values mk into the multiplicity sequence ~(0, f) and prove its constancy 
under almost all translations. Theorem 2.4 considers densities S tf for 
polynomial storing functions f and shows their translation-invariance for 
rational sectors. These facts permit important simplifications. Section 3 
derives a basic estimate for sectorial densities, then gives a systematic normali- 
zation for arbitrary sectors. Theorem 3.6 obtains zero density for sectorially 
increasing polynomials, hence yields the first of our main conclusions. These 
developments exploit affine concepts. Next Section 4 defines the Newton 
polygon from the corresponding ~(0, f), and Theorem 4.2 asserts our general 
criterion for zero density, whence Corollary 4.3 adduces our second main 
result for cubic polynomials. Section 5 computes sectorial densities for the 
special polynomials 
fk Y) = a’&> + b’[ Y - W12; 0.3) 
such densities assume values gc112 with rational c (possibly zero). Propo- 
sition 5.4 treats a particular family of quartic polynomials, whose densities 
have values rrc112 by this analysis. Finally, Section 6 completes the discussion 
of quartic polynomials: Specifically, Proposition 6.3 deduces zero density 
for further such polynomials, while Theorem 6.4 requires density ,rrc1/2 in 
all remaining cases. This implies our second main conclusion because unity 
cannot be any such value. 
Heuristically, these density theorems for two-dimensional sectors are 
weaker analogs of our one-dimensional result (Lew and Rosenberg [29, 
Proposition 2.3]), namely, that nonlinear polynomials in one variable must 
have zero density on 2 or N. However, certain polynomials (1.3) of arbitrarily 
high degree can produce nonzero densities 7~cl/~ by Corollary 5.3, so that 
nonquadratic polynomials in two variables may admit more pathological 
behavior at infinite singularities. Unfortunately our present tests for inad- 
missible polynomials produce much stronger assertions than our ultimate 
conjecture. Thus a single repeated value on the relevant domain eliminates 
a given polynomial as a storing function, but the coincidence demonstrations 
in our previous work, e.g., Lew and Rosenberg [29, Eqs. (3.18), (4.22), 
(5.6)], imply an infinite number of such repetitions. Likewise, to show that 
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a density is something other than unity, we prove additionally that its value 
is either zero or transcendental. A markedly broader conclusion may demand 
more precisely adapted criteria. Indeed the imposed requirement of unit 
density will exclude the values 7&Z of Corollary 5.3, but any proposed 
improvement on our method should dismiss these examples with less com- 
putation. Also the implications of our present knowledge discredit certain 
ideas for possible improvements. Clearly the assumptions in Theorem 4.2 
are not necessary conditions for zero density, but the distinct hypotheses for 
rational and irrational rays are probably an essential feature of this criterion, 
since identical multiplicity sequences for rational and irrational rays yield, 
respectively, nonzero and zero densities in Propositions 5.4 and 6.3. Con- 
ceivably Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 might deduce sharper intermediate bounds, 
but probably such refinements would not strengthen their final results. 
We calculate densities for our two-dimensional problem by invoking results 
from geometric number theory which legitimize the area within an algebraic 
curve for approximating the enclosed number of lattice points. Powerful 
analytical methods in this field provide the most careful estimates for the 
errors (Jarnik [20]; Landau [24, Vol. 2; 251; Gelfond and Linnik [16, 
Chap. 8]), but the common applications of these ideas involve rather special 
families of regions (Walfisz [48], Srinavasan [45], Linnik [31], Divls and 
Novak [12]). Our previous work treats only quadratic curves, but this paper 
attacks rather arbitrary curves. Some authors have considered level sets 
of more general polynomials (Mahler [32], May [33]), but their framework 
admits only homogeneous forms without repeated factors. Thus we use 
sharp versions (Steinhaus [46], Davenport [lo]) of certain intuitive estimates, 
since we do not need optimal bounds for most error terms. 
Our conjecture offers a problem in Diophantine analysis (LeVeque [28], 
Mordell [34]), and our development applies many theorems in Diophantine 
approximation (Cassels [8], Niven [37]). Important work in this area adopts 
the setting of algebraic geometry, exploits the techniques of height theory, 
and obtains the finiteness of various solution sets (Lang [26], Lewis [30]). 
However our problem is not projective invariant, though some parts are 
affine invariant. Moreover a storing function f on a domain 5’ has solution 
sets {(x, v) E ZB n S:f(x, r) = n}, for integers n, which contain only single 
points, not unspecified finite numbers. Further well-known results (Schmidt 
[43, p. 92]), for absolutely irreducible polynomials f(x, y), approximate the 
number of zeros (x, u) over general Gte fields, but the expressions (1.3), 
with quadratic polynomials g(x), may admit factorizations in simple 
extensions of the rational field. Hence these general concepts have doubtful 
relevance. 
Our one-dimensional conclusions have many partial antecedents. A long 
history of research studies permutation polynomials on finite fields (Dickson 
[l 1, Vol. 3, Chap. 181; Carlitz [6]; Lausch and NZibauer [27]; Fried [14]), 
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and certain facts about these polynomials yield a p-adic demonstration of 
our previous nonexistence theorem (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Propo- 
sition 2.3]), but the complexity of the proof discourages any extension of this 
approach. Another body of work with some similarities treats polynomial 
injections on affine or projective spaces, and proves the finiteness of invariant 
subsets under nonlinear mappings (Narkiewicz [35], Kubota [23], Lewis [30]). 
These results furnish another ponderous alternative to our one-variable 
proof, but they concern only transformations on a single space, whence they 
provide no obvious help for multidimensional storing functions. Some 
authors, for other purposes, have discussed rational polynomials (Straus 
[47], Carlitz [5]) or even entire functions (Hardy [17], Pblya [39], Baker 
[2]) which assume integer values for integer arguments. Indeed Putnam [41] 
has shown that no algorithm can determine whether an arbitrary polynomial 
in m variables represents every positive integer for some integral arguments. 
Also, spectral estimates for partial differential operators (Hormander [18]) 
yield results like our density calculations, since the operator f(--ia/@, 
-ia/$) on 2v-periodic functions I&$, 7) has the eigenvalues f(x, y) for all 
integers X, y. More ingenious formulations might restrict (x, y) to sectorial 
domains, but the corresponding theory also has trouble with singular rays. 
2. NORMALIZATION OF POLYNOMIAL STORING FUNCTIONS 
Letf(x, y) be area1 polynomial with degree d(f), andf,(x, y) be its homo- 
geneous part of degree k. We first define the multiplicity sequence p(~,f) 
for any ray w, and show its near-independence of the coordinate origin. 
We thus derive a normal sequence v(o, f) of this type, and note the affine 
invariance of these concepts. Taking f a polynomial storing function in 
particular, we find S + f = 0 for rational parallel strips S, hence prove S + f 
translation-invariant for rational sectors S. The related family of normal poly- 
nomials yields some simple inequalities with important future applications. 
Indeed let fk be a nonzero homogeneous form for some polynomial f, 
and let w  be an arbitrary ray with generator (a, b). Then ay - bx, in this 
f&x, y), will be a factor with some multiplicity m which must be one of the 
integers O,..., k and clearly is independent of the generator (a, b). We define 
the multiplicity mk(w, f) to be this integer for nonzero fk , and put 
m%(w, f) = + 00 for identically zero fk . These values mk(o, f) determine 
the multiplicity sequence 
CL(W,~) = hbf),.-, mddwf)>. (2.1) 
Also let U represent any real 2 x 2 matrix, and let (x, y) U denote the indi- 
cated matrix product. If S is an arbitrary subset of R2 then 
XJ = Hx, Y> u: (& Y> E s>; (2.2) 
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if f is any real-valued function on R2 then 
CvfKx, Y> = f((x, Y) U). (2.3) 
The first consequence of these definitions is the afhne invariance of P(W, f). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let o be an arbitrary ray and let f be any real polynomial. 
If U is any real invertible 2 x 2 matrix then 
y@JJu-l, Ufl = PG-%fl. (2.4) 
Proof. To establish relation (2.4) we need consider only a homogeneousf. 
Also the assertion is trivial unless f is nonzero. Hence we may let (a, b) be 
a generator for w, and suppose 
f(x, v> = &, Y> * WNa, 4; (A Y))I”, 
det((a, b); (x, y)) = det (z i) = ay - bx, 
(2.5) 
with nonzero g(a, b). However, in this notation, 
Uf (x7 Y) = Wx, Y> * WKa, 8; tx, Y> VI” 
= Wx, Y) dW-OmWett(a, b) U-l; (x, v))P, (2.6) 
and, by relation (2.3), 
Ug((a, b) U-9 = Aa, b) # 0. q (2.7) 
Given an arbitrary polynomial f(x, y), for all real numbers r, s we define 
the translation operator 
T,,,f (x, v) = f (x + r, Y + d; 
and by Taylor’s theorem we note the simple invariants 
d(f) = d(Tr,,f), fm = (Tr,sf)aw 
Indeed, in the same way we derive the more general expansions 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
&b-k 
d(f)-k 
(G.sf)k = 2 (s’fi!)(+td’h+k . 
5-O 
(2.10) 
If p is an arbitrary finite sequence of extended reals then Tail b] will denote 
the maximal strictly increasing segment of this p which contains the final 
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element of the original sequence. Thus Tail[(3, 1,2)] = (1, 2) and 
Tail[(3,2, l)] = (1). Also the sequence p will be called normal if the initial 
element of TailhI is zero, and a polynomial f will be called normal if the 
sequence &~,f), for every ray w, is normal. The following proposition 
introduces the normal multiplicity sequence v(w, f ). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Any nonzero polynomial f with degree d(f) and any 
ray w in the plane R2 determine a nondecreasing normal sequence v(w, f) 
in N1fd(f) and a subset L(f) of R2 which satisfy 
vbJ,f> = 4-4 T,,sf) (2.11) 
for all real (r, s) in R2, and 
TaWw, f )I = TaW.(w T,,,f )I (2.12) 
for all real (r, s) outside L(f). A jinite union of straight lines covers this 
( possibly vacuous) subset L(f) of the plane. 
Proof. Given any nonzero f we define the required v(w, f). If f&w) =$ 0 
for any ray o then Tailb(w, f)] = (0) by definition, and v(w, f) = (O,..., 0) 
for this o since Tail[tL(W,f)] = Tailb(w, T,,,f)] by (2.9). We must now 
consider the finite (possibly vacuous) set of remaining rays, and need only 
determine v(w, f) on an arbitrary such ray w,, . We prove p(wO , T,,,f) 
invariantly normal except on a (possibly vacuous) finite set of lines, and 
define Tail[v(w, ,f)] accordingly equal to this almost constant value of 
Tailb(w, , T,,,f)]. These exceptional lines for all such rays w,, have the set 
L(f) as their union. 
The ray w,, , by virtue of Lemma 2.1, may be the positive x-axis without 
loss of generality. Clearly v(w,, ,f) outside its tail will have zero entries by 
monotonicity. First, if ~(o,, , f) is already normal for the given f then 
TaWL(wo , C,,f >I is independent of r; since, by (2.10), if (mk(wO, f),..., 
m,(,)(w,, , f)) is strictly increasing then, by inspection, 
mk(w, , T,,, f) = multiplicity of y in (r,,, f )k 
= min(mk,(wo9 f),..., mddoO , f)) = m&k , f). (2.13) 
Moreover if f is nonzero and not necessarily normal then ~(o,, , T,,$f) is 
invariant and normal for all real s except perhaps a finite set. Indeed, each 
term xmyn in (T,,,f(x, Y))~ , by (2.10), has a polynomial in s as its coefficient, 
and the finite set of roots for these polynomials contains all possible excep- 
tions to invariance for Tail[lJ(w, , T,,,f)]. However, ifs is any nonroot then 
mk(wO , T,,,f) = the larger of the integers 0 and 
min{-j + m&w0 ,f):j = 0 ,..., d(f) - k). (2.14) 
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Thus the reversed sequence (m,(f~(w,, T,,,f),..., m,,(w,, , T,,,,f)) is strictly 
decreasing so long as its terms are positive. 0 
We have generalized polynmial packing functions on sectors, and sought 
polynomial storing functions with unit density. The next results of this 
section provide a valuable normalization in this search: A normal polynomial 
with the same density replaces any polynomial storing function on a rational 
sector. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a plane sector with nonvoid interior; let f be a poly- 
nomial storing function on this sector. Then S, f f = 0 for any subset S,, of 
S which is either (1) a bounded plane subset, or (2) an infinite half line, or (3) 
a parallel-sided strip with rational (or infinite) slope. 
Proof. (1) If S,, is bounded then #(Z2 A S,, n f-I([-n, +n])) is bounded. 
(2) Either Z2 n S, is a set with at most one element or Z2 n So is a sequence 
{(xi, yz): i = 0, 1,2,...} with the constant difference (x<+~ - xi, yi+r - yi) = 
(a, b). In the first case we get zero density by part (1); in the second case we 
put g = T,,,f with (r, s) = (x,, , yO). Then g(x, y) is also a storing function 
on S, sincef(x, y) is a storing function on any subset; but w(a, b) is a rational 
ray in R2, whence d(w(a, b), g) > 2 by our previous work (Lew and 
Rosenberg [29, Proposition 3.4.21). Thus 
h(t) = &a, t4 = f(xo + ta, y. + tb) (2.15) 
is a nonlinear storing function on N, whence So + f = N f h = 0 by our 
previous work (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 2.31). (3) A finite set 
of half lines with the same rational slope covers the intersection of this 
parallel-sided strip with Z2. q 
THEOREM 2.4. Let S be a rational sector with nonvoid interior; let f be a 
polynomial storing function on this sector. (1) Then T,,,f is a polynomial 
storing function on S, for any lattice point (r, s) in S, and 
S*f =S* T,.,f with * = + or ?. - (2.16) 
(2) Also T,,#f is a normal polynomial (along all rays), for infinitely many 
lattice points (r, s) in S, and 
TailF,4~, TT.,f>l = TaW~,f)l on any ray w. (2.17) 
Proof: (1) The given f is a storing function on any subset, whence T,,f 
is a storing function on the sector. Two strips with rational slopes cover the 
sector S minus its translate (r, s) + S, and the upper density of these strips 
is zero by Lemma 2.3.3. However, S * T,.,f = [(r, s) + S] *f. (2) A finite 
set L(f) of straight lines cannot cover the lattice points of S. Hence Propo- 
sition 2.2 yields the remaining assertions. 0 
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Thus a polynomial storing function has equivalent normal translates, and 
a normal storing function has better analytical properties. The next lemma 
offers a first illustration. The family F(w), defined as all rational homogeneous 
polynomials f(x, y) which become zero on the algebraic ray w, will contain 
a generator g(x, y), unique up to a rational multiple, which divides every 
element f(x, y) of this family. Hence deg(w), for the given ray w, will be the 
degree of this g(x, y). The form ay - bx, for any generator (a, b) of w, is 
a linear factor of g(x, y) over the reals; thus if (uy - 6x)” divides some 
f(x, y) in F(w) then also g(x, y)” divides this f(x, y) over the rationals. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let S be a plane sector with nonvoid interior; let o be an 
arbitrary ray in this interior. (1) Zf f is any polynomial storing function of S 
then mdft)(w, f) is an even integer, and if fao(w) = 0 in addition then d(f) > 
deg(w) . m&u, f) 3 2 * deg(w). (2) j’f f is a normal polynomial as well 
then d(w,f) 3 d(f) - [2/deg(w)] * [d(f)/2], and if w  is an irrutionaZ ray 
of unknown degree then d(f) > 4, d(w,f) 3 d(f) - Ld(f)/2]. Here the 
symbol [t], as usual, denotes the integer part of t. 
Proof. (1) Let w  have generator (a, b), and put m = md(,j(w, f). Then 
fd(,)(x, y) = (ay - bx)” h(x, y) by definition, where h(x, y) is a homogeneous 
polynomial with nonzero h(a, b). Thus m > 0 precisely when fd(&w) = 0. 
However w, for positive m, is an algebraic ray by our previous work (Lew 
and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 3.4.11); and fdcf) , on the sector S, is a non- 
negative function by the same result. Hence m must be even, and h(u, b) 
must be positive; otherwise f(x, y) would become negative. If g(x, y) denotes 
a generator for the family F(w) then gm divides fatr) by the preceding remarks 
and 
40 - WfN21 2 m * d(g) = m * deg(w) > 2 * deg(w) (2.18) 
for positive m. (2) If Tailb(w,f)] is a normal sequence then m 3 d(f) - 
db, f) and 
W(f)/21 3 m * d&w) - de(w) * [d(f) B d(w,f)l. 
If w  is assumed only irrational then deg(w) is certainly 22. 0 
(2.19) 
3. DENSITY OF SECTORIALLY INCREASING FUNCTIONS 
Here we discuss an integer unimodular normalization from an arbitrary 
sector onto the f&t quadrant, and define I1 polar coordinates for number- 
theoretic calculations in this quadrant. Also we derive a fundamental bound 
for polynomial densities on plane sectors, and obtain zero density for 
sectorially increasing (cubic or higher-degree) polynomials on rational sectors. 
Our initial results serve the latter purpose. 
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LEMMA 3.1. (1) Let g(r) = & airi with real at and positive ad ; then 
g(r) is unbounded~and strictly increasing for su$iciently large positive r. (2) Let 
s = adr and ad < some constant a; let n > 0 and t = a&/ad)lid. Let n + co, 
whence t -+ + co. If g(r) > n (resp. < n) then 
t - d-lUd-I + k(t) < S (rep. 2 d, 
where ] k(t)1 ,< constant/t, and this constant is independent of ad . 
(3.1) 
Proof. (1) Obvious. (2) For j = 2,..., d let bj+ = max(0, dad-j) and 
bj- = min(0, dad-j); with b,* = 1 and b,* = a&l let h*(s) = cj”=,, biei * sj. 
Thus h*(s) = td, for large enough t, has a unique solution s+(t) in the positive 
reals, which is a strictly increasing function of the variable t. Moreover 
h-(s) < @d)d-l&) < h+(s); whence if g(r) < n then h-(s) < td and 
s 6 s-(t); while if g(r) > n then h (s) 3 td and s Z s+(t). Hence we consider 
a generic polynomial h(s) = xyJO bd_jS’ with b, = 1, b, = ad-l , and we 
estimate the corresponding unique s(t) with h(s) = td for sufficiently large t. 
However, t-l = s-l[l + & bjs-‘1-l’” for this s(t), and the right side is an 
analytic function of s-l. Therefore s(t)-l, by the implicit function theorem, 
has an absolutely convergent power series in t-l; and s = t/(series in t-l) = 
t x (series in t-l). Explicit computation yields relations (3.1). 0 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S be a plane sector, and g(x, y) be a realpolynomial. 
Let f (x, y) 3 g(x, y) on S, where f is a reaEvalued function on R2. Denote 
d= d(g)and 
a, = min{ g,(cos 0, sin 0): w(cos 0, sin 0) C S}, (3.2) 
suppose n > 0 and ad > E > 0, assume t = ad(n/ad)‘ld and t --f + co. If 
(x, y) is an arbitrary point of S n f -l([-n, t-n]) then 
(X2 + y2)li2 6 (n/E)l’d - d-lEUd-I + &O(t-‘) (3.3) 
with remainder independent of ad . If A0 is the angular aperture of S then 
#{Z2 n S n f -l([--n, in])} < (A8/2)(n/E)2/d + l O((n/~)‘l”) + O(E-~) 
(3.4) 
with remainder independent of ad . If d > 3 as well then S + f = 0. 
Proof Clearly g, hencef, has a lower bound on S. Thus S n f -I(( - co, 0)) 
is a bounded set, whose presence does not affect any limits. If (x, y) = 
(r . cos 8, r . sin 8) in R2 and f (x, y) < n in S, then 
n 2 g(r . cos e, r . sin e) = 5 rjg,(cos 8, sin e) > 5 a/ 
i=O j-0 
(3.5) 
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as in Lemma 3.1, whence r has the bound r(n) of (3.3). A circle with radius 
r(n) contains all the lattice points of (3.4). Hence Davenport’s lemma 
(Davenport [lo]) provides #(Z2 n S nf-l([--n, +n])} < (d8/2) r(n)” + 
o(r(n)) for large n, and calculation yields the estimate of (3.4). If d 3 3 then 
the bound (3.4) is o(n). U 
Now for nonzero x + y we introduce 
z=x+y, w = Y/(X + Y)> (3.6) 
and for x = y = 0 we take z = 0, w  arbitrary, whence for all admissible 
x, y we find 
x = (1 - w)z, y = wz. (3.7) 
Moreover, in the first quadrant we have 0 < x, y < + co and thus 
o~z<+co,o<w, < 1, so that, for the I1 norm, we interpret z as a 
modulus and MT as a direction. Indeed any line through the origin, with the 
exception x + y = 0, has an equation of form w  = w0 with constant w0 . 
Thus any ray w  in the half plane x + y > 0 has a unique direction w  in these 
coordinates. If f(x, y) is a real polynomial with degree d(f) then 
d(f) 
f(x, y) =r f((1 - w) 2, wz) = c ZJy-;c(l - w, M’) 
k=O 
(3.8) 
off the exceptional line. Let the ray w  have the direction w. Then d(o,f) on 
this ray is the z-degree off((1 - w  z, wz), andf,(w) for each k has the same ) 
sign as fk( 1 - w, w). The ray o, hence the direction W, is called f-singular 
when fdtr)(w), hence fdcf)(l - w, w), is zero; otherwise these entities are called 
f-regular rays and directions. The first of the two following lemmas provides 
a standard relocation of an arbitrary sector. The second, via these coordinates, 
approximates a storing function near a singular ray. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S(wI, w2) be a plane sector with distinct wI , w, ; let 
w. be an arbitrary ray in the sector S(w, , w,). Then there exist integers p, q, 
r, s satisfying ps - qr = 1 which determine an arbitrarily narrow sector 
SG-4 P, 41, dr, 3)) including the given w. . Also there exists an afine mapping 
via an integer unimodular matrix which carries S(w( p, q), w(r, s)) onto the 
first quadrant. We can make the image of S(w, , 02) include the positive y-axis 
in its interior, and make the image of any rational w. become the positive 
x-axis, in the process, hence make the image of S(o, , WJ include the first 
quadrant for interior or rational w. . 
Praof. An axial reflection will produce a sector with w. distinct from w2, 
and 90” rotations will relocate w. in the first quadrant minus the y-axis. 
These preliminary transformations have integer unimodular matrices. If 
a rational ray has generator ( p, q), where the integers p, 4 have no common 
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factor, then we can find integers (r,, , so) for which ps,, - qr,, = I, and we 
can choose integers (r, s) = (r,, + mp, so + mq) for which q/p < s/r < 
q/p + any Q. A previous result yields the required matrix (Lew and Rosenberg 
[29, Lemma 3.11). An irrational ray o. has finite slope X. The continued 
fraction for A generates successive convergents q/p, s/r with ps - qr = 1 
and q/p T h, s/r 1 X (Niven and Zuckerman [38, Chap. 71); any slope in 
some (h, h + E) defines a ray w(r, s) in the interior of S(w, , w.J. If w. is an 
interior ray as well, then w( p, q) becomes an interior ray for some q/p. 
The same result yields the required matrix. q 
LEMMA 3.4. Let S be a plane sector with nonvoid interior in the half 
plane x + y > 0. Let w  be an interior ray with direction w  in the sector S. 
Let f be a polynomial storing function on S with f&(w) = 0. Then 
/ yz+ - w  / < ~-VZ-~ for injinitely many integer pairs ( y, z), and 
f(z - y, y) = zd’“-lfd(,)-l(l - w, w) + zd”‘-f&(f)-2(l - w, w) + O(zd’f’-3) 
as z-++co. (3.9) 
ProoJ By our previous work (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 
3.4.2]), under these assumptions, f&l - v, v) has a factor (v - w), and 
this factor has even multiplicity. By Hurwitz’s theorem (Hurwitz [19]; 
Cassels [8, p. 1 I]), in Za there exist intmitely many pairs (y, z) with 
I yz-l - w  1 < 5-1/2z-2. By the mean value theorem, for large z we have 
j&)(1 - yz-‘, yz-‘) = j&)(1 - w, w) + o(l yz-’ - w  1”) = o(+), 
fd(f)--1(l - Yz-', Yz-'> - fdtfkl(l - w, w) = O(l yz-l - w  I) = O(z-2), 
fd(f)-$(I - yz-I, ,=-‘) - fd(f)-a(1 - w, w) = o(l yz-’ - w 1) = o(.+. 
(3.10) 
Substitution into (3.8) produces (3.9) from (3.10). 0 
Let S be an arbitrary subset of R2 which is a closed system under compo- 
nentwise addition, and let f be a real-valued function on S. Then f is eventuaZZy 
increasing on S if 
f(x,v> ~f(x+a,v+b) (3.11) 
for (a, b) E S\((O, 0)) and (x, y) E S\{some bounded subset}. Furthermore 
f is sectorially increasing on S if f ( (S n SJ is eventually increasing for a finite 
number of rational sectors Si , together covering S. Transformation by an 
integer unimodular U preserves the definitions of eventual and sectorial 
increase. However, if S contains two points j-(a, b) then clearly (3.11) 
produces a contradiction; so that a covering sector Si in the latter definition 
must be a subset of some half plane. Our immediate application to poly- 
nomial storing functions yields an auxiliary property of an eventually 
increasing f which implies zero density for a sectoriahy increasingf. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let a sector S with nonvoid interior be a proper subset 
of a half plane. Let f be an eventually increasing function on Zz r~ S, and also 
a polynomial storing function on S. If w is any interior ray, then fact)(o) > 0. 
Proof. If w  is an interior ray, where fdtr)(a) = 0, then S includes an 
interior sector which still covers w. The affine normalization of Lemma 3.3 
provides a standard orientation for these entities: The interior of S includes 
the rays of the first quadrant; the ray o, if irrational, lies within the first 
quadrant, and this ray, if rational, goes into the positive x-axis. Moreover 
Lemma 3.3 yields a transformation such that the first quadrant contains no 
other f-singular rays. Hence the positive y-axis is f-regular, and if 
a = f,(,)(O, 1) then necessarily a > 0. Thus 
f(0, y) = aydCf) + O( ydtf)-l) as y-,+00. (3.12) 
Now (k, - 1) E S for some positive integer k, whence f(0, y) < f(ky, 0) 
by hypothesis. If the f-singular ray is the x-axis, in particular, then 
b = 1 + fdcfjel(l, 0) Z 1 by our previous work (Lew and Rosenberg 
[29, Proposition 3.4.2]), andf(ky, 0) < b(ky)d(f)-l + O((ky)d(f)-z) for large y. 
This contradicts (3.12). However, the coordinate w  for an irrational f-singular 
ray exceeds the reciprocal of some positive number k; while infinitely many 
pairs ( y, z) of positive integers satisfy (3.9) by Lemma 3.4; and all such 
pairs but a finite number have z < ky as well. However, b - 1 = 
fd(f)-r(l - w, w) Z 0, since f(z - y, y) cannot be negative; and 
f(z - y, y) < bzd’f’-l + O(F’f’-2) < b(ky)d’j)-’ + O((ky)d(f)-2) 
as y--+00. (3.13) 
Also f(0, y) < f(z - y, y) by hypothesis, which yields a contradiction as 
before. III 
THEOREM 3.6. Let f be a sectorially increasing function on Z2 n S, and 
also be a polynomial storing function on S, where S is a rational sector with 
nonvoid interior. If d(f) 2 3 then S + f = 0, whence f, in particular, cannot 
be a packing function on S. 
Proof By definition, we need consider only a rational subsector S(W, , ~2) 
within a half plane, and may assume an eventually increasing f on this sub- 
sector. By additivity (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Lemma 2.11) we may divide 
this subsector at any rational internal ray, hence may assume an f-regular 
ray for o2 . Let 
r&d = max{(x2 + y2)l12: (x, Y) E wj , f (x, Y) < n> for j = 1,2. (3.14) 
Then d(w, , f) = d(f) by Proposition 3.5 and r2(n) = O(nlld(f)) by Propo- 
sition 3.2, while d(w, , f) > 2 by our previous work (Lew and Rosenberg 
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[29, Proposition 3.4.21 and r&z) = O@W) by Proposition 3.2. The parallelo- 
gram with sides 1 + r&z), 1 + r&z) includes any bounded exceptional set 
for sufficiently large n, hence contains all sector lattice-points withf(x, y) < n. 
The number of lattice points in this parallelogram, by Davenport’s lemma 
(Davenport [IO]), is approximately the area, with an error O(r,(n) + r&z)) 
for large 12. However, the area itself is O(r,(n) r&z)) = o(n). 
4. POLYGON CRITERION FOR ZERO DENSITY 
This section applies the Newton polygon, a traditional concept from 
algebraic geometry, develops our strongest result, a polygon criterion for 
vanishing density, and obtains an immediate corollary: zero density for all 
cubic storing functions. Before specializing these ideas to polynomials 
f(x, y), consider an arbitrary finite sequence EL. = (m, , m, ,..., md) of non- 
negative reals. Plot the ordinate sequence p against the abscissa sequence 
(d, d - l,..., 0) in the plane R2, and construct the broken line between 
successive points of this finite set. Take each point (x0, yO) on this broken 
line in R2 and adjoin all points (x, y) with x > x0 and y > y,, , The resulting 
plane set we write MPb] and call the multiplicity polygon of p; its convex 
hull we write NP[I-1] and call the Newton polygon of p. Now let f(x, y) be 
a real polynomial, and let w0 be an arbitrary ray. Then the shape 
of NPb(w, , f)] for an f-singular ray in the plane determines the structure 
of the singularity near infinity in this direction. Indeed the edges of 
NPb(wO ,f)] for a first-quadrant ray w,, with coordinate W, characterize the 
Puiseux expansions of the increment w  - w,, in fractional powers of the 
variable z-l (Coolidge [9, pp. 213-2171). However, we shall not pursue this 
observation, since it appears to demand considerable calculation, but seems 
to provide little information. 
A point (x0, yO) in a plane convex set K is called an exposed point of the 
set K if there exists a straight line through (x0 , y,,) having no other inter- 
section with K (Eggleston [13, p. 241). By our construction, the exposed 
points of any N@(wO ,f)] are simply the corners of this polygon. By our 
next result, each of these corners yields a restriction on a polynomial storing 
function. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a sector with nonvoid interior, and let f be a normal 
polynomial storing function on 5’. Let w,, be an arbitrary ray in the sector S, 
and let k be any integer with d(w,, f) < k < d(f). Let (d(f) - k, m(k)) 
b’e an exposed point of NPb(w, , f)], w ere h m(k) is an abbreviation for 
mk(wo 9 f ). 
(1) Then fk(x, y), on S, is a nonnegative function suficiently near w,, . 
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(2) Zf OJ,, is an interior ray then m(k) is an even number; if (a, b) is a 
generator of wO then fk(x, y)/(uy - bx)m(r) > 0 su$iciently near w,, . 
Proof. We show only (l), which clearly implies (2). However, the non- 
negativity for a vertex (0, m(d(f))) is a corollary of our previous work 
(Lew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 3.4.2]), while d(o, ,f) < k < d(f) 
for any other exposed vertex, and w,, is f-singular, hence algebraic, in any 
such case. Hence an integer unimodular matrix, via Lemma 3.3, will preserve 
the statement of our result, but place w,, within the first quadrant, and include 
the positive y-axis in the transformed sector. Thus we may introduce coordi- 
nates w, z on this quadrant, associate direction w, with the ray w0 , and assume 
0 < w0 < 1 by normalization. Now f takes the form 
d(f) d(f) 
f(x, y) = zd(f)g(z-1, w  - wo) = Zd(f) c c b,,z-‘(w - w&s (4.1) 
7=0 s=o 
for a polynomial g, and NP@(w, , f)] contains the pairs (r, s) for all nonzero 
terms z+(w - wo)“. Moreover NPb(o, ,f)], at the exposed point 
(d(f) - k, m(k)), has edges with distinct slopes -/3 < -LX < 0. Therefore 
all lattice points (r, s) in NP~(w, , f)] satisfy 
ar + s >, 44f) - kl + m(k), 
Pr + s >, BMf) - kl + m(k); 
(4.2) 
and only the exposed point (d(f) - k, m(k)) in (4.2) satisfies both equalities. 
Simple geometric considerations show that 
s(0) = 8-l . inf{& + s - e[d(f) - k] - m(k): 
k s) E 2’ n NPMwo , f>l; (r, $1 f Mf> - k m(W) (4.3) 
is a positive continuous function when CL < 0 < p. If co = / bk,m(k) 1, 
c = C,,s 1 b,,, 1, and w  - w. = z-lie in (4. l), then 
/ f(x, y) - fk(X, y)I < CZk-6(6) < cz-QO) /6(x, y)l/[co - cz-a(@)] 
d (2c/co) I fk(x, y)j z-~@) for large enough z. (4.4) 
If d(o, ,f) < k < d(f) then 1 < iy. < /3, since &w. ,f) is normal. Thus 
we can choose real numbers K, h such that 0 < K < h < 1 and 
cd < (1 - fc)-’ < (1 - A)-1 < p; (4.5) 
and we can find infinitely many pairs ( y, z) such that ( y, z) E 22 and 
ZK < y - woz < ZA. (4.6) 
Indeed zA - zK 3 1 whenever z is sufficiently large. If k = d(o, ,f) then 
0 = 01 < 1 < & since &w. ,f) is normal. Now we have already proved this 
641/10/2-7 
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lemma for rational rays w,, @ew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 3.4.2]), 
whence we need treat only the case of algebraic irrational w,, . However, by 
Roth’s theorem (Roth [42]; Cassels [8, Chap. VI]) for algebraic irrationals, 
there exist only a finite number of integer pairs (y, z) which satkfy 
0 < y - w$ < zm2; whereas by an approximation theorem of Segre ([44]; 
Niven [37, p. ll]), there exist an infinite number of such pairs which 
satisfy 0 < y - wg < z-l. If therefore we put K = -2, h = - 1, which 
satisfies (4.5), then again we obtain infinitely many pairs ( y, z) which satisfy 
(4.6). We let 
6 = I&l@(e): (1 - K)” < 0 < (1 - x)-l}, 
whence 6 > 0, and we find 
(4.7) 
1 f(z - y, y) - zkf(1 - yz-l, yz-l)l < 2c I&(1 - yz-l, yz-l)l z”+, (4.8) 
as z -+ + co. If we suppose fk(x, y) < 0 on any sector with boundary wO, 
then we may assume&(1 - w, w) < 0 in (wO , w,, + some E) by xy symmetry, 
and we obtain f(z - y, y) < 0 as a contradiction for sufficiently large z. 0 
Let f be a real polynomial, and let w  be an arbitrary ray. Then a spine of 
Tail[v(o,f)] will be a maximal segment with constant difference unity, 
while a tip of Tail[v(w,f)] will be the maximal element of any tail spine. 
A single element will be a spine, and thus a tip, when the adjacent differences 
are any integers other than unity; hence any finite sequence of integers is 
a concatenation of spines. Moreover the polynomial f, by Proposition 2.2, 
must satisfy Tail[v(w,f)] = Tail[p(w, T,,*f)] for infinitely many translates 
T,,,f: Hence the normal polygon NP[v(w, f)], by definition, will satisfy 
NPbb, f )I = ~WI-&J, Tr,sf >I f or any such normal translate. Then f will 
be called o-subconuex if each tip of Tail[v(w, f )] determines an exposed point 
of NP[v(o, f)], or equivalently if the tips, together with the initial point, 
yield all exposed points of NP[v(w, f)]. Also f will be called w-con2rex if 
each element of Tail[v(w, f)] determines an exposed point of NP[v(w,f)], 
or equivalently if the successive differences of Tail[v(w,f)] form a strictly 
increasing sequence of integers. Thus f is w-convex when Tail[v(o, f)] = 
(0, 1, 3) but not (0, 1, 2); andfis w-s&convex when Tail[v(o, f)] = (0, 1, 2) 
but not (0,2,4). Indeed f is obviously w-&convex when it is w-convex, 
and f is trivially w-convex when f&w) # 0. The next theorem is our 
strongest result. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S be a rational sector with nonvoid interior, and f 
be a polynomial storing function on this sector. Let f be w-subconvex for every 
rational ray in S, and also be w-convex for every irrational ray in S. If d(f) 2 3 
then S +-f = 0. 
Proo$ We may assume a normal f by Theorem 2.4, since we may replace 
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the. given f by a normal translate T,,,f, where we choose suitable (r, s) 
from Z2 n S. Thereby NP/J&,~)] = NP[v(w, f)] and Taillu(w,f)] = 
Tail[v(o,f)]. If S includes no f-singular rays then Proposition 3.2 impIies 
the result. Hence we can ignore subsectors with nof-singular rays, since we 
can add densities of disjoint regions (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Lemma 2.lJ). 
Thus we may consider only an arbitrarily narrow rational subsector S with 
just onef-singular ray wO, and we may then apply the sector normalization 
technique of Lemma 3.3. If we introduce polar coordinates (r, 0) in the plane, 
then 0 < 8 < 7-r/2 in the normalized sector S; if we associate angle 6, with 
the ray wO, then 0 < B,, < ~r/2 by Lemma 3.3. Given any positive E, define 
z(e) = (0: 0 < e G r/2,0 <fd(&O~ 8, sin e) < 6). (4.9) 
For small enough positive E, the set Z(E) is an interval containing 0, ; as 
E -+ 0+, the length 1 Z(E)! of this interval approaches zero. Fix any 6 > 0, 
and abbreviate d = d(o, , f). 
If o0 is irrational then f is w,-convex. By definition (4.9) and Lemma 4.1, 
we can choose E so small that y < &(cos 8, sin 0) on Z(C) for some positive y, 
and 0 < &(cos 8, sin 8) on Z(C) for d < k < d(f), while 1 Z(E)! y--z/d < 8 
for this y and 8. If we take the subsector S(E) = {(x, JJ): 8 E Z(E)) with this 
fixed c, and we apply Proposition 3.2 with g = cEcO fk , then we find 
Hz2 n W nf-l([-4 +~I>~ d 3 I I(E)I bhp + Ww9 
< (a/2) 9/a + O(nlld) (4.10) 
for large n. If we write S\S(E) for the complementary region, and we apply 
Proposition 3.2 with g = f, then we find 
#F n tW41 nf-V-n, +nl>> 
< (7r/4)(n/~)~/~‘f) + clO((n/e)l/d(f)) + O(@). (4.11) 
However, w0 is an interior ray by assumption, whence d >, 2 by Lemma 2.5. 
Thus 
#{z2 n S nf-l([-n, +n])> < #(from (4.W + #(from (4.11)) 
< (&z/2) + o(n) as n - + co ; (4.12) 
and S + f < 6 for any positive 6. 
If w0 is rational thenfis w,-subconvex; and the normalization of Lemma 3.3 
carries w,, into the positive x-axis. Also f is a normal polynomial, whence 
if m(k) = mk(oo , f) then y-m(k)fk(x, y) = g,(x, y), where now g, is a nonzero 
homogeneous form. If d < k < d(f) in particular then some spine of 
Taillj&, ,f)] contains m(k). Let the tip of this spine have index r(k) in 
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)cL(wO , f); then g,(l, 0) may be negative for arbitrary k, but g&l, 0) > 0 
by ‘Lemma 4.1. However, (2. lo), together with Leibniz’s theorem, implies 
&L-k 
Y-m(kYTo.J)k tx, Y> = 7;. Plj!> Y-“‘“‘twYY Ym(~+k)gi+k(X, Y> 
t(k)-k 
= ?; tsilj!)[m(,i + 41 *.* bti + k) - j  + 11 &+k 
+ (terms divisible by y) (4.13) 
for d < k < d(f). Hence all (x, JJ) sufficiently near the positive x-axis 
satisfy y+fk) ( o,sf)K(~, y) > 0 for any large enough s. Another application T 
~of Theorem 2.4 shows that S + f = N2 f T,,,f; and the argument of the 
preceding paragraph shows that N2 f T,,,f -=c 6 for any positive 6. 0 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let S be a rational sector with nonvoid interior, and let 
f be a polynomial storing function on S. If d(f) = 3 then S f f = 0. Hence 
there exist no cubic storing functions with positive ST-S, and specifically 
there exist no cubic packing functions on N2, Z x N, or Z2. 
Proof. If S includes no f-singular ray then S f f = 0. If o0 is an f-singular 
ray in S, then w,, is a rational ray by Lemma 2.5, and d(o, , f) 3 2 by our 
previous work (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 3.4.21). Thus f is 
w,-convex for any such w,, , and S f f = 0 by Theorem 4.2. 0 
5. HIGHER-DEGREE POLYNOMIALS WITH NONZERO DENSITY 
The results of this section yield the density N2 + f for the polynomials 
f (x, Y> = a2d4 + b2[ Y - W12. (5.1) 
Here a and b are positive numbers, while g and h are real polynomials; and g 
has leading coefficient unity, but h has any nonzero leading coefficient. Certain 
polynomials of form (5.1) with quadratic g provide examples with nonzero 
density N2 f f for arbitrarily high degree. A special case of our analysis gives 
the sectorial density for those polynomials which offer the essential difficulty 
in the next section. Some additional notation facilitates the required estimates. 
‘Let N(S) denote #(Z2 n S} for any plane set S, and A(S) be the area of this 
set, when defined. Let P,(S) denote the projection onto the x-axis, and 1 P,(S)1 
be the length of this projection, when defined. 
LEMMA 5.1. Given r < x < s for any real numbers r, s, suppose Us < 
vi(x) for some real-valuedfunctions ui(x), vi(x), and define 
Si = ((x, y): r < x d 3, 24(x) G y < vi(x)> for i = 1,2. (5,2) 
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(1) If B(S,) = C {u&) - z.+(k): k E 2 n [r, s]> fir i = 1,2, then 
1 N(S,) - B&)1 < 1 + s - r = 1 + I P&s& (5.3) 
(2) If u,(k) - u,(k) = v,(k) - u,(k) for all integers k in [r, s], then 
I NW - N(S,)I < W + s - 4. 64) 
Proof. (1) Clearly [r, S] contains at most 1 + s - r integers k, and 
z’j(k) - u,(k) - 1 < #{Z n [u,(k), vi(k)J> < z+(k) - uj(k) + 1, (5.5) 
whence summation produces (5.3). (2) H ere B(S,) = B(S,), and (5.3) yields 
(5.4). 0 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let f(x, y) have form (5.1), whence always d(f) >, 2. 
(1) Zf h(x) has negative reading coeficient then N2 + f = 0 when d(f) >, 3 
(whereas N2 if has a previously calculated value when d(f) = 2 (Lew and 
Rosenberg 129, Proposition 4.31). (2) If h(x) has positive leading coeficient 
then IV’ + f = 0 when deg( g) > 2, while N2 + f = + co when deg( g) < 2. 
Zf, alternatively, deg( g) = 2, then 
N2 + f = z-/2ab 
and, for constant or linear h(x), 
when deg(h) >/ 2, (5.6) 
N2 + f = (n + 28)/4ab < rr/2ab, 
where h(x) = h(0) + (ax/b) * tan f3 with ) 8 1 < z-/2. 
(5.7) 
Proox (1) If h(x) has negative leading coefficient in (5.1), then f(x, y) 
has eventually increasing terms along both axes, whence f(x, y) is an 
eventually increasing function on N 2. The set N2 nf-l([-n, +n]), as in 
Theorem 3.6, has a covering rectangle with sides O(nl/d(f)) and 0($/z). 
(2) Both g(x) and h(x) are now increasing for large enough x, so that 
gmin = mint&>: 0 < 4, hmin = min{h(x): 0 < X} 
are finite in these cases. Let r(n) be the largest real root of $g(x) 
FI 9 U”gmi,); and note 
r(n) = O(nlldeg(D)) as n-++co 
by Lemma 3.1. Our arguments, for large n, involve the regions 
S+(n) = Kx, Y>: 0 < x, 0 < y, I fb, y)I < ni, 
Un) = {(x, Y>: Y < 0 d x, I fk, VII < 4, 
S,(n) = ((x, y): 0 < x, b2y2 < n - a”g(x)>; 
(5.8) 
n (for 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
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and S+(n) u S-(n), for sufficiently large n, has the boundary curvef(x, y) = n, 
or 
y = h(x) & b-yn - a2g(x)]l12. (5.11) 
(Application of Lemma 5.1 requires consideration of S-(n).) However 
Davenport’s estimate (Davenport [lo]) and Lemma 5.1.2 yield 
We(n)) < NP, w x {Y: I Y I < wn - ~2glni,)1’2)) 
= @$/2 . ~lldee;(s)) as n-++co, (5.12) 
Ns,(n.N < NS+(n) u s-w < N&J(n)) + 2dn) + 2 
= 0($/2 . nl/deo(g)) as n-++co. (5.13) 
Thus N2 -+ f = 0 when deg( g) > 3. 
Moreover N2 f f = + co for constant g(x), since the curves (5.11) bound 
inlInitely many lattice points for all large n; and iV2 f f = +co for linear 
g(x), when h(x) is a constant or linear polynomial as well. Indeed 
S+(n) u S-(n) in this case is the region under a parabola, and N@+(n)), by 
Davenport’s lemma (Davenport [lo]), exceeds n8/2/2u2b + O(n) for large 
enough n. Our previous work (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Proposition 4.31) 
yields (5.7). All remaining cases satisfy 
1 < deg( g) d 2 ,< dqdh). (5.14) 
Let s(n) be the largest real root of a2g(x) + b2h(x)2 = n, for 
n > min{a2g + b2h2}; and note 
s(n) = O(nlPderr(h)) as n-++oo (5.15) 
by assumption (5.14). If (x, y) is an arbitrary point of X(n) then 
y 2 t(n) = ymin - b-l@ - a2gm1,)1/2 (5.16) 
by (5.11). Thus Davenport’s estimate (Davenport [IO]) and Lemma 5.1.2 
imply 
N(S,(n)) < iv(S+(n) u S-(n)) + 249 + 2 
< N(S+(n)) + N(S-(n)) + O(nlldeg(g)) 
< N@+(n)) + N(Po, s(n)1 x [t(n>, 01) + ml’degcg)) 
< N(S+(n)) + O(nlldeg(g)) + O(n112 - n1/2*deg(h)) as n-++co; 
(5.17) 
while (5.13) and (5.17) yield 
1 N(S+(n)) - N(So(n))l < O(nlfdeg(g)) + O(nl/2 * rwdeg(h)) 
as n-$-co. (5.18) 
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If deg( g) = 1 in (5.14), then g(x) = x - x0 with constant x0 , whence 
r(n) = x0 + (r2n by definition. Thus, by Lemma 51.1, 
1 + r(n) + N(S,(n)) 2 26-l C (n + &+x0 - dk)U2 
k=O 
I 
T(n) 
> 26-l o (n+ a2xo - u*x)~/~ dx 
>, (4/3a2b) n312 + O(~I~‘~) as n --+ +co; (5.19) 
and, by relation (5.18), 
N(S+(n)) 3 (4/3a2b) n3j2 + O(n) as n++co. (5.20) 
If deg( g) = 2 in (5.14), then g(x) = (x - xJ2 + g(xo) with constant x0. 
If E(xo , n) is the elliptical region with center (x0, 0) and semiaxes N2/a, 
n112/b, then S,(n) is the intersection of E(x, , n - u2g(xo)) and the right 
half plane. By Davenport’s lemma we accrue an error of O(n1/2) when we 
approximate N(S,(n)) by the corresponding area; by an obvious estimate 
we accrue an error of O(X&~) when we approximate this area by an exact 
half-ellipse. These remarks and (5.18) imply 
N(s+(n)) = 7~(n - a2g(xo))/2ab f O(n1/2 * n1/2.degch1) as n+ +a~. 0 
(5.21) 
COROLLARY 5.3. bt f (x, y) have form (5.1), /et k(x) have positive leading 
coeficient, and let deg( g) = 2 < deg(h) = d. (1) Then d(f) = 2d, and 
pM-4 f 0, f) = (0, 0, 0,2, 3, . . . . d, d + 2, d + 3 ,..., 24, (5.22) 
so that f is not w-subconvex for ~(0, -& 1); and also f is not eventually increasing 
on N2. (2) Let So denote the first quadrant and U be the matrix (-i &,), 
where u(d) = (-l)d. Suppose a closed sector S with positive aperture angle 
,(7r/2, having one boundary ray in the y-axis. Then S + f = rr/2ab if either 
So or SoU includes S, while S f f = 0 ifany other quadrant includes S. 
ProoJ: (1) Clearly f(xO, y) for each positive integer x,, has a minimum 
at y = k(x,), and no bounded set in R2 includes all minima of this kind. 
Hence f is not eventually increasing, and the other statements are obvious. 
(2) Let S u s’ be the quadrant containing S, where S’ is any closed sector not 
touching the y-axis. Then f2d(x, y) > 0 on S’, whence S’ + f = 0 by Propo- 
sition 3.2, and the given S, by additivity, may be considered precisely some 
quadrant of R2. If S = So then S + f = rr/2ab by (5.6); if S = S,U then 
S f f = So + Uf = rr/2ab by our transformation identity (Lew and 
Rosenberg [29, Lemma 3.21). After mapping any other quadrant onto So, 
we fulfill the requirements for Proposition 5.2.1. 0 
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PROPOSITION 5.4. Let S be a plane sector with nonvoid interior, and f 
be a quartic storing fiction on S. Let w0 be a rational ray in this sector, 
and Tai@(w, , f)] = (0,2,4) fir this ray. Then S f f = m9, where c is a 
rational number. 
ProoJ If wO = w( p, q) then j&c, y) = cO( py - qx)4, so that c, is a 
positive constant and fw,, are the only f-singular rays. If a closed sector S’ 
includes neither of these rays, then its density S’ t f is zero by Proposition 3.2. 
However zero density implies the stated result. Thus the sector S, without 
loss of generality, includes a closed subsector S’ with positive S’ ? f and a 
boundary iw, . If we normalize this S’ via Lemma 3.3 and interchange axes 
for convenience, then we place the first quadrant inside the sector S’ and 
carry the f-singular boundary ray into the positive y-axis. However, S Y f 
is unchanged (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Lemma 3.2]), whence N2 Z f must 
be positive. Also the polynomialf, after this normalization, must be a quartic 
storing function on NZ, and satisfy 
f(x, Y> = a’&> + b’[ Y - WI2 (5.23) 
for some real a’, b’. Here g(x) is a manic real polynomial, and h(x) is likewise 
a real polynomial, while deg( g) < 4 and deg(h) < 2. Moreover all terms 
x”yi must have rational coefficients (Lew and Rosenberg [lo, Lemma 3.3.1]), 
whence b’y2, 2b’yh(x), a’g(x) + b’h(x)2 must have rational coefficients. 
Thus a’, b’ are rational numbers, and g, h are rational polynomials. 
Furthermore b’ > 0 in (5.23), since otherwise f(0, y) becomes negative 
for large y. However, f(x, 0) is eventually increasing for large x, and 
f(x, Y> = f(x, 0) - 2b’yW + b’y2, (5.24) 
so that f(x, y) is eventually increasing on N2 when h(x) has negative leading 
coefficient. Therefore h(x) must have positive leading coefficient, by our 
normalization, since otherwise N2 f f = 0 by Theorem 3.6. Each sufficiently 
large positive integer x, by the last statement, determines at least one positive 
integer y with ] y - h(x)/ < s; and f(x, y) is uniformly bounded on all these 
pairs (x, y) when a’ is negative in (5.23). Thus a’ must be positive for storing 
functions f, and f(x, y) must have form (5.1) with (a’, b’) = (a”, bz). Now 
if 0 < NZ ? f < 1 then Proposition 5.2 requires deg( g) = 2, and if d(f) = 4 
then Corollary 5.3.1 requires deg(h) = 2. Thus S + f = rr/2ab or r/ah by 
Corollary 5.3.2, where (ab)2 = a’b’ is a rational number by our previous 
remarks. 0 
6. NONEXISTENCE OF QUARTIC PACKING FUNCTIONS 
The work of this final section first presents the analysis of one additional 
case, then discusses all quartic storing functions on rational sectors, and 
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specifically excludes quartic packing functions on N2, 2 x N, Z2. Indeed 
Theorem 4.2 yields zero density for most such quartics, and Proposition 6.3 
calculates zero density for another subfamily. Then Proposition 5.4 shows 
density ~-cl/~ for all remaining quartics, whence these results preclude unit 
density for any such polynomial. Our conclusions require two preliminary 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let g(x, y) be a real quadratic form b,&? + b,xy + b,,, y2 
with positive discriminant A = btI - 4b,b,, . Let g(x, 0x) be identically zero 
for some positive irrational 8x . (1) If x0 , y. are arbitrary real numbers, then 
g(x - x0, y - y,,) = constant is a hyperbola, and y - y. = Bl(x - x0) 
is one asymptote. (2) Moreover ife > 0 and K > K~ = 5-liz then 
IY -Yo- b(x - x31 < E, ( g(X - X, , J’ - yo)j < di2 (6.1) 
for infinitely many pairs (x, y) of positive integers. 
Proof (1) If b,, = 0 then b,, # 0; hence we may interchange variables 
x, y and always have nonzero b,, . Thus g(1, 0) has distinct real roots 8, , 6, ; 
and 
g(x, Y) = bo,( Y - 4x)( Y - ~24. (6.2) 
(2) An improvement by Jogin ([21]; Cassels [7]) on a theorem of Khintchine 
([22]; Cassels [7]) yields infinitely many pairs (x, y) of positive integers with 
I Y - e,x - y. + 4x0 I < KO~-l. (6.3) 
We rewrite (6.3) to assert 
Y - Yo = b(X - Xo) -t KoX-1%9 Y>, /4x,y)l < 1; (6.4) 
and recall (6.2) to obtain 
g(x - x0 9 Y - yo) = bo2[ Y - y. - 4(x - x31 . t Y - Y, + e2(x - ~31 
= K&02@l - 0,) xX, Y)[l - .%X1 + K&X, Y)@ - e2>-l X-“I. (6.5) 
However, A = b&(0, - 82)2 by computation, whence (6.5) and (6.3) yield 
(6.1) for sufficiently large x. 0 
LEMMA 6.2. Let g(x, y) be a real quadratic form b2,x2 + b,txy + b,, y2 
with positive discriminant A. Let g(x, 0x) be identically zero for some positive 
irrational 0, and negative real 8, . Define 
D(g, n> = Kx, Y>: 0 < x < un, 0 < Y, I g(x - .x0, Y - vo)l < vn1/2) (6.6) 
where u and v are any positive numbers, x0 and y. are any real numbers. Then 
ND(g, 4) = #{Z2 n D(g, n)> = 44 as n-,$-co. (6.7) 
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Proof. The line y - y0 = 0,(x - x0) contains at most one lattice point, 
since it has irrational slope. We consider the subset above this line 
D+(g, 4 = Dtg, 4 n {(x3 Y>: 4(x - x0) < Y - ~~1. 
We divide this region into three parts 
D,+(g, n) = D+(g, n) n ((x, y):O < x < unq, 
D2+( g, n) = D+( g, n) n {(x, y): ml/4 < x < ww}, 
(6.8) 
(6.9 
D,+( g, n) = D+( g, n) A ((x, y): un3/4 < x < un}. 
Moreover 6, , 0, # 0, whence boz , bzo # 0. We may assume b,, > 0, since 
its sign does not affect D+( g, n). We also note 
g(x, Y) = body - 4xXy - 01% + 244 = body - 4x + +x>” - bo2W2, 
(6.10) 
where C$ = (8, - &J/2 > 0. Each form of (6.10) yields a restriction on 
D+( g, n), Indeed if (x, y) E D+( g, n) then 
o < Y = Yo + 6% - +)tx - xo) + [(Y - h) - (‘1 - 4>cx - xo)l (6 11) 
< y. + (d, - (b)(x - xi,) + I b;bn1’2 + +‘(x - xo)” 11’2 
by (6.6); while if also x > x0 then 
el~~-~o~~~-~o=~lt~--o~+~~-~o-~l~~-~o~i 
G e,(% - xo) + ~fvy~ - x0)-1 with c = u/2#b, . (6.12) 
If (x, y) E D1+( g, n) then 0 < x < ~n’/~. Hence (6.1 I) requires 0 < y < 
0(n1/3 as n --t + co, and this implies (Davenport [lo]) 
N(Dl+( g, n)) = O(n112) as n-+a. (6.13) 
If (x, y) E D,+( g, n) then r(n) = un1/4 < x < s(n) = un3f4. The x and y 
projections of D,+( g, n) have length 0(ns/4) by (6.11); the area of D,+( g, n) 
satisfies 
W,+(g, 4) G j-i;’ crN2(x - x0)-l dx = O(~Z’/~ log n) (6.14) 
by (6.12); the larger of these estimates yields (Davenport [lo]) 
N(o2+( g, 4) < OW’3 as n-tfco. (6.15) 
Now choose any positive E and find a corresponding n(e) such that x > un314, 
together with n > n(c), implies cn112(x - x0)-l -C c in (6.12). Then 
D3+( g, n) C D(E) = ((x, y): 0 < , x , UG, 0 G Y - y. - 4(x - x0) G 4 < 
(6.16) 
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if n > n(e). However 8,) by hypothesis, is irrational; hence the fractional 
parts of its integer multiples are equidistributed (Niven [37, p. 241). Thus 
ND,+(g, n)> < N(D(r)) = um + o(n) as n-++co. (6.17) 
We can make similar estimates for the region D-( g, n) below the asymptote, 
and combine these results with our bounds for the N(&+( g, n)) to obtain 
W(g, n>) < hen + o(n) as n-+03, (6.18) 
with arbitrarily small E. I-J 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let S be a rational sector with nonvoid interior; let f 
be a quartic storing function on S. If S includes no rational f-singular rays 
then S if = 0. 
Proof. If S includes no f-singular rays at all, then S + f = 0 by 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose S includes anf-singular ray w1 . Then w1 is necessarily 
an irrational ray, whence wl is also an interior ray. However our previous 
work (Lew and Rosenberg [29, Lemma 3.3.11) requires f to be a rational 
polynomial, and Lemma 2.5.1 implies deg(wr) = M*(u~ , f) = 2. Hence 
f4(x7 Y) = a&, Y)” (6.19) 
where a is a positive rational number and g is a rational quadratic form. 
Moreover g(o,) = 0 for the supposed wr , whence g(o,) = 0 for some non- 
parallel irrational wg. Now we can cover the rays &wr , &wz , as in 
Lemma 3.3, by arbitrarily narrow rational sectors with no overlap. Also we 
need only prove zero density, by additivity (Lew and Rosenberg [29, 
Lemma 2.1]), for any such subsector of the given S. Indeed we may consider 
only the covering subsector for wl, and we may normalize this subsector 
via Lemma 3.3. Hence S may be the Crst quadrant without loss of generality, 
and w1 may be the only f-singular ray in S, after this reduction. 
We may displace the origin, by Theorem 2.4, to obtain a normal f with 
the same density. Again the resulting f has a factorization (6.19), where the 
new a and g have the same properties. However, m3(w1 ,f) = either 0 or 1 
for normal polynomials, and S + f = 0, by Theorem 4.2, in the former case. 
Hence we assume m3(w1 , f) = 1, and we obtain 
f&P Y> = 24% Y) CG Y). (6.20) 
where a and g are the same entities, while 1 is a rational linear form. Therefore 
WWdX~ Y) + 6x7 Y)l = (VY)[&> Y) + I(& Y)l = 0 (6.21) 
is a Iinear system with rational coefficients which determines the unique 
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saddle point (x,, , y,,) of g(x, u) + I(x, v); so that (x0 , yO) is a rational point, 
and 
dx - xo 3 Y - YO) = dx, Y> + Kx, Y> - &o > ~0) - 4x0 7 Y,) (6-W 
is a rational polynomial. Thus f(x, y) - ag(x - x0, y - yo)” is a rational 
quadratic polynomial by these remarks, whence 
f(X> Y) = 4x - x0, y - yc,)’ + 2bg(x - x0, y - y,) + h(.r, y) (6.23) 
for some quadratic polynomial h. We can choose the constant b in expression 
(6.23) to make the coefficient sets of g(x, JJ) and h(x, y) form two orthogonal 
vectors in Euclidean 3-space. Then b is a rational number, and h is a rational 
polynomial. 
Lemma 6.1.2, for this normalized f, yields infinitely many pairs (x, u) 
of positive integers satisfying 1 g(x - x0 , y - J+)/ < d for some fixed d. 
If h is constant in (6.23) then f is bounded on all these pairs, and this is 
impossible for a storing function. However, h,(w& # 0 when h is linear, 
because o1 is irrational; and h,(w,) # 0 when h is quadratic because g and h 
are “orthogonal.” Indeed if h is linear or quadratic then, respectively, 
h,(w,) or h,(w,) is positive; since otherwisef(x, v) will become negative when 
the pairs (x, JJ) become sufficiently large., A narrow enough sector S’ about 
or will have positive sign throughout for hdch) ; and the remaining regions 
of S will have zero density by Theorem 4.2; while another application of 
Lemma 3.3 will map this S’ again onto the first quadrant. This final reduction 
will change nothing essential. If f(x, JJ) 6 n in the resulting first quadrant 
then 1 g(x - x0 , y - y,)( ,( 0(n1/2) by (6.23); and 0 ,< x < O(n) for linear 
h while 0 < x < O@Z~/~) for quadratic h. But in either casef-l([-n, +n]) C 
some set D( g, n) like (6.6), and by Lemma 6.2 
#(Z2 n S’ n j-q-n, t-4)) < NW g, 4) = 44 as n--t+co. 0 
(6.24) 
THEOREM 6.4. Let S be a rational sector with nonvoid interior; let f be a 
quartic storing function on S. Then S + f = rr~?/~, where c is a nonnegatitje 
rational number. 
Proof. If S + f = 0 then the result is trivial. Alternatively nonzero 
SFf, by Proposition 6.3, implies a rational f-singular ray w  in this sector; 
and v(w,~), by Lemma 2.5.2, has at most three elements in its tail sequence. 
Every possible Tail[v(w, f)] except (0,2,4) yields an w-subconvex f, by 
enumeration. By Theorem 4.2, we need consider only a polynomial f with 
this tail sequence. By Theorem 2.4, we need consider only a normal translate 
of this$ Hence Proposition 5.4 completes the proof. 0 
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COROLLARY 6.5. A rational sector S with nonvoid interior has no quartic 
storing functions f with unit density, hence no quartic packing functions in 
particular. The sector S, for example, may satisfy Z2 n S = Z2, Z x N, 
N x Z, or N2. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
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